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Twelve wonderful Scottish manors and castles are going to be auctioned. You want to grab 
the best deals, although you are not really interested in the properties’ majesty or value, 
but in the authentic Scottish ghosts said to live there. But wait a minute! Why would you 
want to own a haunted castle?

Components

• 6 Manor Cards; • 10 “?” Cards (True or False);

• 1 Mrs. Truelight Card;

• 1 Character card (Lord or Lady); • 12 Bidding cards (1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9, 10);

• 5 sets of Declaration tokens (2 Ghost, 2 Painting and 3 
Double-faced) in different colors;

• 5 Magnifying glass tokens in different colors;

• 8 Special cards for the advanced rules 
(see at the end of this booklet).

• 5 sets of cards, in different colors, each including:

• 6 Castle Cards;

Game overview

Put the eight Special cards back to the box: you will find out how to use them at the end of 
this booklet. First of all, each player chooses a color and takes the Character card, twelve  
Bidding cards, one set of Declaration tokens and the Magnifying glass token of that color.
Each player then gets some Double-faced Declaration tokens (those with a Ghost on 
one side and a Painting on the other), their number depending on the number of players:

The remaining Double-faced Declaration tokens should be left aside, in the box.
Each player also gets two Ghost and two Painting tokens.
Each player takes two “?” cards, one True and one False.

Everyone then puts his Character card in front of himself, face side up, chooses four of his 
Bidding cards and puts them under the Character card: these cards will be used only in 
the second round.
The Manor cards are placed in the center of the table, in alphabetic order. There should 
be enough room left around them in order to place the Bidding cards and the Declaration 
tokens during the game. Mrs. Truelight’s card is placed on the side of the Manor cards. 
The most “ghost-looking” player starts the game: he will be the first to play every step of 
the first round.
Please consult the scheme on the back of the box for the correct laying down of game 
components.

The game is carried out in two rounds: the first is the Manors auction, the second is the 
Castles auction.

First Round: Manors auction

• True or false?
Each player chooses one of his two “?” cards (either a True or a False), and places it face 
down in front of himself, near his Character card. By the use of this card, each player 
chooses whether he wants to play “by telling the truth” or “by lying”. All the unused “?” 
cards are collected, shuffled, without looking at them, and finally placed face down in a 
single deck near Mrs. Truelight’s card.

• Declarations
Starting with the first player, with the others following clockwise, each player selects 

Set Up

The game

3 players 3 Double-faced Declaration tokens

4 players 2 Double-faced Declaration tokens

5 players 1 Double-faced Declaration token
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a Manor by placing one of his colored Declaration tokens below it (Double-faced 
Declaration tokens can be placed with any of the two sides up). The round continues 
until all the Declaration tokens have been placed.

By displaying the Declaration tokens, each player states that he went to visit that Manor, 
and that he saw either a ghost or a painting. However, the actual presence of ghosts 
depends upon a formerly made choice, by the use of the “?” card. If one has formerly 
decided to play “by telling the truth”, then his Ghost tokens will point to ghosts, and 
his Paintings will point to paintings (no ghosts); otherwise, if one plays “by lying” his 
Paintings tokens will point to Ghosts, and vice versa.

Every player is free to choose any Manor to play his Declaration tokens; therefore, there 
is no limit to the number of tokens that can be placed below a Manor. However, every 
player can place, at his/her own turn, only one token.
The actual value of a Manor depends upon the number of “real” ghosts sighted by all play-
ers. Each single Manor card has different score values written on it, but one rule always 
applies: no score is acknowledged to Manors with no ghosts or with five ghosts or more.

Example: scoring for Manor Culzean is one point if there is one ghost; three points if there are 
two ghosts; four points if there are three ghosts; and zero points in any other case. 

• Bidding for information
Before bidding on the actual Manors Auction, each player has the opportunity to try to 
gain information about the “?” cards chosen by his opponents. Two different information 
shortcuts are open for bidding:

1. Mrs. Truelight card: the winner gains the right to look at the “?” card of one single  
 opponent.
2. The deck of unused “?” cards: the winner gains the right to look at the deck full  
 content.

Note: When playing a three player game, the bidding for the “?” card deck is not held! 
In that case, the three unused cards should be discarded.

Each player has twelve Bidding cards that can be used to buy information. The exact 
value of each card (from 1 to 10) is shown on the side hidden from the other players. 
The backside of each card has a symbol that indicates its “value level”: the “low” cards 
show less money, the “high” cards show a lot of money. Thanks to those symbols, all 
players will have a hint of the bids placed by their opponents. But players should also 
be aware that some indications are “tricky”: the card number 10 (the highest) shows on 
its backside less money (the low value symbol), whereas the card number 1 (the lowest) 
shows a lot of money (the high value symbol). Use these cards to carefully hide your 
intentions and pay close attention to your opponents’ bluffs!

The sale begins with the starting player and proceeds turning clockwise. Each player can:

• Play one or two bidding cards, by placing them face down near Mrs. Truelight 
and/or the  “?” cards deck, or
• Pass.

When placing cards, players must partially overlap them, in order to show the  “value 
level” symbol . 
Moreover, players must respect the sequence of placement.
When playing a three players game, the player bidding is only the one near Mrs. 
Truelight.

If a player passes, he cannot play any more cards. A player cannot pass until he has 
placed at least one Bidding card near Mrs Truelight. The bidding ends when all players 
have passed. The bidding ends also if all players but one have run out of cards; in 
that case, the last player will be able to play only one card. 

Mrs. Truelight
All the Bidding cards placed near Mrs Truelight are turned over one by one. Attention 
should be paid not to modify the cards sequence. The bids are ranked by adding up the 
values of all cards placed by each player. The player with the highest total score will be 
the first, and so on. In case of a tie, the player who placed the highest single card will 
win. If the tie still persists, who played the highest card first will win.

The top ranked player will now have the right to look at the “?” card of the second 
one. The second ranked player will look at the “?” card of the third, and so on. The last 
player will not get any information, but he takes back every card played on Mrs. 
Truelight. After this, the other Bidding Cards are discarded out of the game (return 
them to the box). 

When a player looks at the “?” card from another player, he also takes that player’s 
Magnifying glass token, and he places it near his Character card, enabling all players to 
easily remember who has seen what.

Example: the following cards have been played near Mrs. Truelight:
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The highest total is scored by the Blue player with nine. Then there are Red and Yellow with 
five. In case of tie, the highest single card wins: both played a 3. So the Red, who played his 
card before the Yellow, gets second ranking. Yellow is third. Green is the last one.
The result: Blue looks at the “?” card chosen by Red, Red looks at Yellow’s card, who then 
looks at Green’s card. The Green player does not get any information. Blue, Red and Yellow’s 
cards are discarded. The Green player takes back his card and he can immediately use it in 
the following phase.

“?” cards (True or False)
The bidding cards that were placed near the deck of the “?” cards are turned over. 
The player who made the highest bid (according to the rules described for Mrs. 
Truelight) can look all the “?” cards discarded by all players. He then discards all the 
Bidding Cards he placed. The other players take back their Bidding Cards and can use 
them in the following phase.

• Auction for the Manors
This auction is held with same rules as for the information bidding: starting from the 
first player, turning clockwise, each player places one or two Bidding Cards face down on 
the space below the Manor(s) he wants to bid for. When everyone has passed, or when 
all players but one have run out of cards, the auction ends (the last player will be able to 
play only one card). The players can either place two Bidding Cards on the same Manor 
or on two different Manors.

1. Each property is then considered in alphabetical order (i.e. starting from Manor Al-
gernon): the Bidding cards are turned over, and the Manor is awarded to the play-
er who offered the highest bid, following the same rules as for Mrs. Truelight.

 Please note that whoever gets a Manor must leave on the table the Bidding Cards he 
played, while the other players take their cards back!

2. Now each player reveals to everyone else the “?” card he had chosen. He then re-
moves his Declaration tokens that do NOT stand for a real ghost. This means that 
those who had chosen to play “by telling the truth” should remove their Paint-
ings; those who had chosen to play “by lying” should remove their Ghosts. The 
remaining tokens will then stand for “real” ghosts.

3. Finally, players check the value scores on each Manor card. Manor points depend 
upon the number of ghosts actually living there. The player who won the auction 
for a Manor takes that card, turns it over and puts it under his Character card, 
making sure that the square with the score sticks out, so that other players can read 
its value. 

Example: the Red gains the Algernon Manor; in the Algernon Manor there are two 
ghosts, so the Red scores three victory points, according to the card “Manor Algernon”. 

Now the Red takes the card, turns it over and puts it under his Character card, so that 
other players can read its value: three victory points.

All cards used to buy the Manors are discarded out of the game, as well as any Manor 
for which there were no bids (return them to the box).

Second Round: Castles Auction

The player who owns the first Manor in alphabetical order (usually Manor Algernon) will 
begin each step of the second round. The Castle Cards are placed, in alphabetic order, in 
the middle of the table, with Mrs. Truelight nearby.
The second round is played with the same rules as the first, except that players can only 
use the cards they did not discard during the first round and the cards that they put 
aside at the beginning of the game.
Note that every auction (information or Castles) ends as soon as all players except one run 
out of cards. This is unlikely to happen during the first round, but it is quite a common 
end of the game condition during the auction for Castles.

The winner is the player who obtains the highest total score at the end of both rounds. 
In case of a tie, the player who gets more points with lowest number of castles wins. In 
case of further tie, the winner is the player with the highest score by adding up the Bidding 
Cards in his hand at the end of the game.

If you want to add some special effects to the game you can try the following rules.

Shuffle the Special Cards. In the set-up, put one card face up on each Manor (there are 
two extra cards: you will use them later for the Castles). Each card adds a special rule to 
the Manor where it is placed.

IT’S TOO DARK!: 
during the declarations you can place on this Manor only 
Declaration tokens that show a Painting (whatever its “true” 
meaning is).

Advanced Rules

End of the game
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AN OLD LEGEND: 
during the declarations you can place on this Manor only 
Declaration tokens that show a Ghost (whatever its “true” 
meaning is).

PUBLIC AUCTION: 
during the auction for this Manor/Castle, all the Bidding 
Cards must be played face up instead of face down.

MAGICAL MIRROR: 
as soon as this Manor/Castle is won by a player, and 
before anyone reveals his “?” card, the winner can choose to 
eliminate one of the Ghost tokens placed on it. If he decides 
to remove one ghost he puts the “Magic Mirror” card below 
the Manor/Castle Card, together with the Declaration 
tokens, otherwise he discards it.

SECRET CRYPT: 
as soon as this Manor/Castle is won by a player, and before 
anyone reveals his “?” card, the winner can choose to add 
one more ghost in the Manor/Castle. If he decides to 
add one ghost, he puts the “Secret Crypt” card below the 
Manor/Castle card, together with the Declaration tokens, 
otherwise he discards it.

CRYSTAL BALL: 
as soon as this Manor/Castle is won by a player, and before 
anyone reveals his/her “?” card, the winner can choose to 
guess how many ghosts are in the Manor/Castle. Later, if 
he/she has guessed right, he/she can take this Special card 
(and therefore there will be one Special card less for the 
next auction) and get 2 additional victory points.

FAMILY PORTRAITS:
who win this Manor/Castle can take the Special card (and 
therefore there will be one Special card less for the next 
auction). At the end of the game the player will get one 
additional victory point for every Manor/Castle that is 
worth 0 points.

EVERYTHING NORMAL: 
finally a normal Manor/Castle!

When the round of the Manors is over, shuffle the remaining Special Cards (someone 
may have taken the Crystal Ball or the Family Portraits), plus the two cards set aside 
before, and put one face up on each Castle. The rules for this second round are the same 
as the Manor round.
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